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t some point in your life I’ll wager you’ve

signed yourself up for something which turns

out to be completely different to how you

imagined it. Be it that one of your mates

asks you to come round to help move ‘a few

boxes’ and you end up moving pretty much their entire

house. Or your missus asks if you can just paint over

a few marks on the wall, which escalates into re-

decorating the whole room.

Credit and loan companies use this technique of

baiting you into something you don’t necessarily need

all the time. It’s one of the oldest tricks in the book, all

you need is a suitable lure and once bitten, you can reel

in the prey in at your leisure...

Hook, Line and Sinker
The trap was laid for me one rainy Friday afternoon

when a simple plan was hatched to ride the 2008

Wyegate Long Distance Trial (LDT). Naturally being

the youngest and perhaps most naive member of
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Can a funky urban trailie make it through two days
of arguably the UK’s toughest Long Distance Trial?

It was time for another TBM spectacular…

Team TBM I didn’t want to miss out on an opportunity

for a weekend’s riding, and jumped at the chance.

In hindsight, just before I snapped at the bait I probably

should have asked what it involved.

Googling reveals that your average LDT roughly

involves trail riding along marked ‘sections’ whilst

trying not to put your feet down. These sections are

mostly based around a tricky obstacle such as a

slippery climb and are scored according to how many

times you have to dab - or not as the case may be.

You lose a point for each ‘dab’ of your foot up to

a maximum of three points, after which you can dab

to your heart’s content, but if you fail to make it up

a section (or effectively come to a halt) you score the

maximum five marks. An official observer marks the

score as you ride through the section.

The Wyegate LDT in its current incarnation was first

run back in the early Eighties. The idea behind the event

was to rediscover as many of the old trails and lanes

that had been ridden in local trials events in the past

and to amalgamate them into one large trial. Many of

the original sections that were first used in the Fifties

still feature in today’s Wyegate and are still considered

taxing enough for modern machinery.

Oddities over the years have included a ‘pillion

class’ run for one year only, and for which I

probably don’t need to explain why it didn’t

continue. Pretty much any bike can enter and

compete in the Wyegate, but naturally

enough a small and wieldy trailbike with a

certain amount of ‘plonkability’ works best.

So what’s the catch? Well I should point

out that the Wyegate is famed for being

one of the toughest LDTs in the country,

with lethally slick rock slabs, giant rock

steps and even a small waterfall all

featuring in the trial. This year was to be

especially tough, as to celebrate 25 years

of the modern trial it would be a two-day

event covering well over 120 miles.

Once signed up for the job it was also decided that

I’d be riding from my home in Marlborough (Wilts) to

the start line in Monmouthshire carrying all my weekend

camping kit with me. The forecast for the weekend?

Heavy rain. Fantastic.

Tricker the Light
‘Meet your new ride!’ said the surprisingly perky editor

outside my house next morning, and with a wry smile he

whipped open the back of the van to reveal what I’d be

riding for the weekend. As the light shone in I could just

about make out what looked to be trick anodised hubs

and high bars with the word RIEJU emblazoned on the

matt black tank.

A sticker proudly citing the name ‘Tango 125’

confirmed that this was in fact a learner-legal machine

built in the image of Yamaha’s clever little Tricker by

the Spanish manufacturer. It’s aim in life is to give the

minimalist, slim-tanked, lightweight feel of a trials-bike

to the café-culture society. Part trailie, part boulevard

cruiser, the ‘Pro’ version we’d acquired only comes in
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As dawn broke on Saturday morning it brought with

it several realisations. Firstly, that what I thought had

been some kind of Freudian nightmare about a cat

meeowing loudly for hours on end hadn’t been a dream.

And secondly that this was it, D-Day, no going back

from here - I was riding my first ever LDT on the Tango.

Lord help us.

As I pulled into the rugby club car park that was to be

both the start/finish and also home for the next 48 hours

I could see the bemused stares and pointing fingers as I

cautiously rode over the lethally slick wet grass to sign on.

The experience-hardened faces of Wyegate veterans

smirked from within the crowd but it was clerk of

the course Matt Neale (also a regular TBM forum

contributor) who broke the silence with an enthusiastic

handshake and ‘so you must be from TBM then!’

With scrutineering out of the way all that was left to

do was kit up, stick on some numbers and wait for the

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:
Considering the Tango’s
obvious road bias, a
brake fin is a strange
but welcome feature...
• Radially-mounted AJP
caliper and wave disc...
• Yamaha-sourced
motor is pretty much
bulletproof...
• Multi-function digi
display and billet
clamps. How trick
is that on a four-stroke
learner-legal 125..!
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off. Luckily during a last minute preparation session

the night before we had fitted a roadbook holder to the

Tango’s bars (borrowing a brace from Pete’s trialler in

the process) and I was confident that if nothing else

then I’d at least know where I was going.

We had arranged to ride as a group and to meet up

at a local petrol station after the start as ACU regulations

only allowed the bikes to start two at a time. The rest

of the group had started before me as naturally, we

had entered late and thus were at the back of the grid,

although I managed to sneak away on an earlier minute

thanks to a friendly marshal who understood that I

probably wasn’t going to be doing much in the way

of winning.

With the Tango’s rimlock-less tyres reduced to 12psi

(as low as we dared) I approached the first junction.

‘Turn right out of rugby club’ was the first instruction

on the roadbook, which I duly followed. ‘Turn Left out of

T-junction’ was the next, okay looking good so far, can’t

see many other bikes though... ‘Turn right at traffic

Heading off from home, Alex has
little idea what lays ahead...
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lights’ proclaimed the little reel of paper. ‘Riiiiiiight, can’t

see any traffic lights’. After a brief ride around and a

re-tracing of steps I managed to find my way to the

petrol station where the other guys and a cacophony of

laugher awaited. After brimming the tiny 5.5 litre tank

and loading up on Lucozade and Ginsters pasties we

were finally off towards the first section, only this time

following someone who understood basic navigation...

The first trail led across a slick grassy field and into

some woods. Within milliseconds of leaving the blacktop

and hitting the mud my reservations about the tyres

were confirmed, I had no grip at all! Arriving at the first

section of the day we were presented with the simple

matter of riding straight along a snotty rut and through

a puddle. A piece of cake on an enduro bike you might

say and you’d probably be right. The Tango however re-

quired an all together different technique of nailing the

throttle and just holding on as you slithered your way

through (or not). Front, rear and two wheel slides were

normal and required some interesting body English to

compensate for and remain on track. And just getting

moving at all proved to be tough in the thick clay gloop.

Needless to say all the sections were attempted,

although most of them were fived.

News that the going would get rockier and a bit

easier helped to keep my motivation up… then it

started raining. Whereas before, the woodland sections

had merely been hard, after the deluge they became all

but impossible. One particular steep climb between

sections proved to be too much and there was nothing

left for it but to push, heave and drag the little bike up

from the bottom. It was at about this time that the

electric-start decided to call it a day.

After what seemed like an eternity of wheelspinning,

paddling and failed sections we finally made it out of

the woods and back onto the road. The route to the

next section took us right through the centre of Mon-

mouth, by which time the rain had gained in intensity

and looked as though it was here to stay. After several

more miles of roadwork we once again entered another

particularly snotty section of woodland containing a sec-

tion I can only describe as looking like a wartime trench.

I slithered and crept my way to the start and waited

for the ‘Okay!’. Having watched two or three bikes get

stuck I must admit that once again my hopes of getting

through weren’t high. Up came the shout from the

marshal and the bike and I slithered forwards, feet up

sliding down towards a deep, water-filled bombhole.

Not wanting to get stuck at the bottom I gave the little

Tango everything it had and somehow managed to

make it out the other side. Well done little Tango.

Over the top and into a single slick rut, I didn’t care

for stopping in these conditions and so I kept the motor

singing its little heart out as I paddled my way to the

bottom of yet another steep, wooded hillside. There

were bikes everywhere, pointing in various directions,

some leant against trees on their own, their riders

presumably having slipped over and been swallowed

alive by the glutinous mud. More pushing, zig-zagging

and heaving ensued but finally with a little extra help

from the ed, the Tango was safely at the top. After a

brief rest to regain near-normal breathing again it

was back down the hill to help the other riders from

our group that had failed to make the climb. The Tango

had surprised us all.

With everyone safely at the top, the next section

was a special test. A short blast through a small copse,

against the clock with no penalties for a dab. I knew

it was going to be better to take it steady and get

round rather than wipe out trying to go fast with no grip.

The plan went well until the last but one corner which

involved a small, steep climb where the little bike was

foiled by a lack of ground clearance, and several push-

ing attempts and an unorthodox line were needed to

get up and over. Not an impressive time by any means

but mission accomplished!

The next section was a seemingly straightforward

crossing of a sharp banked ditch followed by a tight 180

degree turn, before crossing back through the ditch and

finishing with a further full turn back down and along

the stream bed. Having watched several riders on more

serious machines drop into the first crossing and get

Alex joined up with a rag-tag bunch of
TBM forumites. L-R: Tonibe63, virge, 45grum,
Dunkman, chris2790, andy198712 and Alex...
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stuck I have to admit that once again that sinking

feeling was back as I looked down at the slop covered

Tango beneath me. ‘Best not to think about this one

for too long’ I figured, and once the previous rider had

been hauled from the deep rut that had developed and

following cries of ‘Go left’ I literally threw the Rieju into

the section.

A combination of momentum and luck seemed to

prevail and somehow the little bike made it through

and round the first turn before dropping back through

the ditch, cleaning the second turn and dropping down

into the stream. With emotions and adrenaline flowing

I guided the bike up to the slight incline leading out of

the section where the clogged tyres promptly lost all

grip and I became hopelessly stuck once again. Drat.

Several more slippery sections followed in the

afternoon, some in woodland, some on rock and with

the rain still hammering down we finished the day and

slowly rode back to the rugby club.

After getting changed into dry clothes and pitching

my tent in the dwindling light we headed into the club

for some warm food and a well deserved pint. Day two

was going to be longer, and to be honest I wasn’t look-

ing to forward it one bit.

I was looking forward to it even less afterwards

having discovered that it was still raining heavily and

that my tent was not so much ‘water resistant’ as

‘water receptive’. Shunning a night sleeping in the

freshwater lake that had formed in the tent, I instead

opted for the smell of petrol and wet kit in the back of

the TBM van, and settled in for an uncomfortable night.

Oh the joys of working for TBM!

On Any Sunday
Dawn on Sunday brought with it blue skies, sunshine

and a renewed sense of hope for the day ahead. The

little Rieju however looked as though it had been

dredged up from the bottom of a canal and was barely

recognisable in its thick new coat of Monmouthshire

mud. A quick poke around with a screwdriver helped to

remove the worst of it, however it also revealed a few

battle scars from the previous day’s riding. Thankfully

the damage seemed to be minimal, suffering only a

broken lever-end and a loose footpeg, although an

attempt to tighten the hideously slack chain revealed

that it was already on its maximum adjustment!

After this briefest of maintenance sessions there was

Right: Alex and the little
Rieju tackle one of

Pant Glas’ infamous
rock steps...
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just time to stick yesterday’s wet kit back on and head

up to the startline for the beginning of day two. Despite

the hardships suffered on the first day, everyone’s spirits

seemed high as we made our way along the road to the

first section of the day. We had been told in the bar the

previous night that the majority of the sections on day

two would be on rocky trails which would be slightly

more suited to the Tango. Nagging at the back of my

mind however were the infamous slick surfaces of the

rocksteps at Limekiln woods and the three-foot first step

of Pant-Glas which were on the agenda for the day.

Thankfully in the drier and rockier conditions the little

Tango flourished, finding enough grip to keep moving

most of the time and even managing to clean a few

sections. The bike’s short wheelbase, modest seat

height and low centre of gravity meant that Limekiln

woods came and went without too much trouble and

after several more technical rock sections we reached

the day’s special test. Essentially a short, fast loop there

was nothing to do but ride as fast as I dared with what

little grip was available on the soft muddy track.

Amazingly the Tango posted a respectable time of 47

seconds which was a long way off being slowest of the

day, and after many more miles of beautiful lanes and

spectacular Wye Valley scenery we eventually found our-

selves looking in awe at the bottom of Pant-Glas steps.

They hadn’t been lying, the first step on that sucker

really is three feet high and the following four steps

aren’t exactly small either. After a brief trip to watch a

few other riders tackle the fabled monster, I once again

decided that looking at things for too long wasn’t going

to help matters. Armed with a battle plan of ‘go far

right, then left, left again, middle and then straight up’

playing out in my head all of a sudden it was my turn

to go as the shout of ‘okay!’ came from the observer.

A trick I’d picked up of starting slightly further back

from the section markers gave me time to get the Rieju

moving across the rock strewn track before giving it

the berries and launching the Tango up the first step.

As if by magic I found myself up and over the first

step accompanied by a loud metallic CLANG! There

was no time to think, the plan had gone completely

out of the window as the bike ricocheted from rock

to rock and I found myself already facing the second

step! Somehow the tiny 19in front wheel managed

the near-impossible task asked of it and hauled the

bike up and over once again, and then again, until

all of the steps had been cleared and all that was

left was to paddle, wheelspin and rev my way to the

section end for a well deserved and frankly unbelievable

three points.
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